Admissions
Recruitment
Reorganized

By APHRODITE VALLEJAS
The Administration Office has im-
plemented new recruiting procedures
to reach more potential University
students. Vice President for Student
Affairs Lee Sterton said yesterday.

The procedures involve increasing
recruiting efforts in regions other
than the Northeast part of the coun-
try, and stepping up the minority
recruitment efforts.

The procedures, which are expected
to increase the diversity of regional
students, will be in effect in the fall.

"We have had less field coverage.
In the past, the Administration
Office divided recruiting responsibilities
for each student in three regions. The
new procedures will divide the
Delaware, Pennsylvania, and New
Jersey region into two areas.

In the past, six regions were
used to replace the one region
which attracted the most students.
The group asked to delay in hearing
of the region committee chairman.

"We have also made an effort
to reach more potential students in
Canada and the Midwest," he said.

"We have increased recruitment
efforts in regions other than the
Northeast, but they have not been
made available to us. The new
procedures will make this available.

The procedures also involve
increasing recruiting efforts in
regions other than the Northeast,
and stepping up the minority
efforts.
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U. Hosts SAT Course
For Inner-City Students

By ROBERT E. SHEPARD

The University tomorrow will be hosting a reading seminar for prospective students of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) from 10 public schools around the city, with prospective Scholastic Aptitude Test counselors also enrolled.

Several parochial school students selected by the American Foundation for Negro Affairs (AFNA) through high school guidance counselors may also be enrolled.

Naomi Hamilton, chair of the University’s Minority Recruitment Program, said McPhail started the recruitment program in 1975 and that it may be extended to include parochial school students selected by the AFNA.

The opening seminar is to be conducted by Irving McPhail, a former professor in the University’s Graduate School of Education. A well-known sociologist and University faculty member, McPhail has been a leader in the Philadelphia community for many years and has been involved in the University’s efforts to improve the community’s image...in the black community.

The recruitment program spokespersons called the program one of the University’s efforts to improve the student image...in the black community.

One limitation of the two-year-old program is that it only reaches about 100 students each year. "For the students who we cannot handle," said Hamilton, "we can bundle," and Hamilton, although she stated that the program would like to serve more students, added that it was not intended to exclude counseling on the part of the family.

"We have an idea that is in contrast," said McPhail, a former professor in the University’s Graduate School of Education. "A spokesperson for the Minority Recruitment Program said McPhail would not small group "workshop" to be held after the lecture, in order to create an environment, which is the next session, which is the next session.

McPhail planned the recruitment program of Benjamin Franklin High School in Center City while working on her Ph.D. dissertation, and it was introduced to the University this spring, just in time for the opening of the program.

Hamilton commented that the program is designed to correct the needs of the student who has an 1,100 to 1,200 score but wishes to improve his reading scores. "If we work with them through the secondary school, we can help them," she said, claiming that last year’s computer from students was recorded," although McPhail reported a sense of satisfaction at being able to use themselves in an actual seminar.

Hamilton said. The recruitment program spokespersons called the program one of the University’s efforts to improve the student image...in the black community. "very important." The University will split the expected cost of $200 per pupil with links, so that the students will not have to pay. "Hamilton described Links as a group of "prominent black women (who are) interested in giving extra service to the community." The same Links is in charge of the organization’s "chain of friendship" with the community; started in the 1960’s, the group has 17 chapters nationwide. Links members include..."Chick Corea, a University graduate.

Because it is primarily a black-oriented program, the recruitment program is mainly offered to blacks, although other minority groups are not barred.

The beauty of the seminar, Hamilton said, is that it can be repeated every year with a "new one that we use to the computer," she said, "people need to handle..." because "you want to get to Penn, anything." Admission through Lee Sherman will be present at the seminar tomorrow and will greet the group.

The Mask & Wig Rathskeller
University Hall • 3417 Spruce St.

This Friday & Saturday Evening

Myra Murphy Jazz Trio
Jazz vocalist specializing in
Chick Corea & Herbie Hancock

Saturday Afternoon...

Football Special
Mugs 25 cents
Come watch the games and enjoy your favorite tap beers

Policeman, Rapist Shot

A Philadelphia policeman and a suspected rapist were arrested early this morning in an exchange of gunfire on the 1600 block of Pine Street.

The victim was a resident of nearby Deep Street.

There were no immediate details on the man's identity, although police said that he was black, slightly intoxicated, and that he had been wearing a police uniform.

The suspect, according to police, was a suspect in a shooting incident earlier this week in the same area. He was arrested without incident and was taken to the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania for gunshot injuries, although no report could be made on his condition.

Police officers, and the suspect exchanged several shots, with the suspect being hit by police gunfire.

The policeman and the suspect exchanged several shots, with the suspect being hit by police gunfire.

For your contact lenses the smart way! Now that you know the facts, now you can get the contacts you've always wanted.

At the offices of Drs. Platt & Feig Associates, you always get a professional... starting with a 45 minute eye examination that offers you 20 years experience in contact lenses. With every record a free poster... starting with a 45 minute eye examination that offers you 20 years experience in contact lenses.

With every record a free poster... starting with a 45 minute eye examination that offers you 20 years experience in contact lenses.
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A Conflict Among the Peace People

By Annette Rizzo

As the University microcosm grows in size and complexity, it becomes increasingly obvious that the world's problems cannot be solved unless the University makes a major contribution to the solution of them. As a consequence, the University's peace science program is growing in importance and becoming more prominent.

The Vandalism Block

By Judith Wolf

The Vandalism Block is a proposed addition to the Residence Office's policy of assessing and charging for damage to the common areas of the dormitories. To be more specific, the Residential Office believes that an increase in vandalism is visibly growing and that the act of vandalism is not easy to control nor is it easily deterred. The act of vandalism is highly countable and maintenance system inadequacies are acknowledged by Residence Office personnel.

"While identification of the real vandal is not a problem, there is an incentive fostered by the Residence Office to seek out actual vandals. While identification of the real vandal is not easy, such difficulty does not justify the charge of vandalism." Gale said.

"I think the university is wrong," he added. "But as an activist with an academic task, I can't agree so directly. But as an activist with an academic task, I can't agree so directly."

"Perhaps for the same reason that we are in conflict on this issue, we are both in conflict on the issue of discrimination." Gale said, "I don't say that out of the context of other people's lives. The issue becomes a personal issue for me."

Is There Intelligente Life on Mars?

By George Maschmeyer

• We don’t really know.
• But we do know there’s a lot of un- tapped intelligent life right here at Penn. And we need you.
• If you’re looking for an unusual job opportunity, we’ve got it.
• Penn wants your help. And we think you can use some extra cash.
• So, we’re paying $4.00 to $6.00 per hour for Telefund Associates. These are the people who can talk about Penn and its needs.
• They will be trying to reach thousands of alumni, for a capital campaign pledge.
• If you are a graduate/professional school student, senior or member of a large family, this position is the one most eligible. If you can work a few hours a week or a day, why not apply?

George Maschmeyer

PROGRAM FOR THE EIGHTIES

$255 Million for the University Pennsylvania
Ex-Whartonite Asks African-U.S. Ventures
By PETER ROTH
The University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business, the alma mater to which "ex-whartonite" James A. "Jim" Beuf has returned to make a point, is a prestigious school in the private sector.

But, Mr. Beuf, a private investment banker and managing director of the investment banking firm of Shearson Lehman Brothers Inc. of New York, is not a voice from the ivory tower. He顶端点

grant aid for study of vitiligo in Amherst

Grant Aids Study of Skin Disease Effects
By PAT DAVISH
The University of Pennsylvania has awarded a $30,000 grant to research vitiligo, a disease characterized by the loss of pigment in skin.

Vitiligo has been linked with skin cancer and has been described as a form of psychological suffering. It is characterized by blotchy whitish patches on the skin, which resemble scabs.

The grant is one share of the $3 million made available by the University of Pennsylvania to support research programs of medical and biological interest. Also receiving funds are Yale University, the University of California, San Francisco, the University of Pennsylvania, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Michigan.

Working with Beuf will be Judith Porter, a professor of sociology at Bryn Mawr College, who is presently on loan from Bryn Mawr, and Beuf have worked together several times in the past. Their research centers on a comparison of the health care systems of the United States and Africa. Their findings, according to Beuf, are that African nations are abundant in health resources and that American corporations should "seek to undertake joint venture partnerships" in Africa that would result in "win-win situations for all concerned."

He suggested that the U.S. has a "greater obligation" to the African nations than the European nations have.

"After all, all the continent's nations are more enriched than any European nation. "All the continent's nations are more enriched than any European nation. But the U.S. robbed Africa of its resources and, as a result, for example, in 1960, the United States and Africa were in the same boat," he said.

African nations would "prefer trade and investment" to aid, he pointed out. But, he added, "African nations would 'prefer trade and investment' to aid. We don't want to give aid. We want to trade and have our own money."

He also pointed out that African nations could not be "tricked and duped" into their own economic welfare.

Beuf suggested that the U.S. has a "greater obligation" to the African nations than the European nations have.

"After all, all the continent's nations are more enriched than any European nation. "All the continent's nations are more enriched than any European nation. But the U.S. robbed Africa of its resources and, as a result, for example, in 1960, the United States and Africa were in the same boat," he said.

"We should be able to help," Beuf said. "We should be able to help, and we have the resources."
Work Study Position
The Daily Pennsylvanian needs a work-study student to assist in the Business Office.
Call DANA 243-6581

Evelyn Wood works — over 1 million people, including students, executives, senators, and even presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demonstration will show you how to save hundreds of hours of drudgery this year as well as how to increase your speed immediately with some simple new reading techniques.

Evelyn Wood R2D2 reading system makes it all possible.
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Coming next week, free introductory lessons
The International House, 3701 Chestnut, 2 blocks from Penn
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Leidy Lab Renovation
To Begin in December

Evelyn Wood R2D2 will open your eyes.

Would you like to:

- Raise your grade average without long hours over tests.
- End all-night cramming sessions.
- Breach through all your studying in as little as 1/3 the time.
- Have more free time to enjoy yourself.
- Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better concentration, understanding, and recall.
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**Gridders—**

Could've been much better. We had dogs chasing squirrels?

Actually, thisinvisible fate

A SICKENING scene was played out in Saturday night's

At last, the

**Stickwomen Begin Quest For Ivy Title Minus Star**

by GORDON ALHER

What can you say about a team that

We'll try to build up the power of

The two new starters, Jenny

Berenson was named game captain

And if Penn wins? You can go back

To repeat, it doesn't sound too bad.

Chances are Penn's women's

For Cornell. "But the team unity and

The talent's OK and the questions

Coming off a 9th place finish in the

For Convenient Take Out Call:

**NEW LONDON STYLE PIZZA**

-Grinders

- Hoagies

- Steaks

All Dough Made Fresh Daily On Premises

Open:

11 A.M.-1 A.M. Weekdays

Till 2 A.M. Fridays & Saturdays

3 P.M.-12 A.M. Sundays

Inquire for delivery in your area

For Convenient Take Out Call:

EV2-1492

EV2-0508

Near The

Hi Rises

44 South 40th St.

Sorry

No Delivery
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- (Continued from page 8)
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Gridders Ready to Upset Cornell, Critics

By RICH HOFMANN

If you’ll remember football magazines, you’re no doubt aware that Penn fans must change the channel tonight because the Lions will be losing to the Big Red of Cornell. Four.

What? You’re busy Canon the Penn Advisor. No problem. Here are the Penn football game facts:

- The Lions will be losing to the Big Red of Cornell. Four.
- The Lions will lose by a score of 20-13.
- The Lions will have the ball for 63 minutes.
- The Lions will gain 358 yards.
- The Lions will have 10 first downs.
- The Lions will throw three interceptions.
- The Lions will punt three times.
- The Lions will have three penalties for 22 yards.
- The Lions will have three turnovers.
- The Lions will be shut out." said Penn Coach Harry Gamble.

Not that Penn fans don’t have respect for the Big Red. But they’ve been around for a while, and they know how to win.

The Ivy League has opened its season, and the Big Red is proving that they’re not to be taken lightly. They’ve already beaten Penn last year, and this year they’re coming for more.

Cornell has a strong defense, and they’re not afraid to mix it up with anyone. They’ve got a good running game, and a solid passing attack. They’ve got the depth and talent to make them a force to be reckoned with.

But Penn fans aren’t worried. They know that with the right plan and execution, they can win. They’ve got a strong defense, and they’ve got the experience to handle any challenge.

So let’s get ready for a great football game. It’s Penn vs. Cornell, and it’s going to be a battle. Let’s go Lions!